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Vocabulary Scorecard

Check what vocabulary your child knows!

Use these words with your child to see his or her progress with Lingokids. 

If your child understands what the word means, tick the first column.

If your child can repeat and pronounce the word, tick the second column. 

If your child uses the word appropriately in conversations, tick the last column. 

CONGRATULATIONS!
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Picture Dictionary
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Trace and Color!   
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Learn English with your child

Let’s go over to your Grandma’s house!

Look at the birdies flying over the trees.

Your brother is at the playground.

Let’s play on the swing.

The box of cereal is behind the cookies.

Your pink pencil is among the crayons.

Useful Phrases
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Here are examples of English expressions you can use with your child!
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Learn English with your child

Songs & Lyrics
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Prepositions

We're going on a lion hunt. (x2)
I've got my binoculars. (x2)

I'm not scared. (x2)

Oh, Look at that tall wavy grass.
It's so tall.

Can't go over it. (x2)
Can't go under it. (x2)

Just going to have to go through it. (x2)
swish, swish, swish.

We're going on a lion hunt. (x2)
I've got my binoculars. (x2)

I'm not scared. (x2)

Uh oh, there's a big river.
Can't go over it. (x2) 

Can't go under it. (x2) 
Going to have to swim it. (x2)

splash, splash, splash.

We're going on a lion hunt. (x2)
I've got my binoculars. (x2)

I'm not scared. (x2)

Ugh, look at all that mud,
so muddy.

Can't go over it. (x2)
Can't go under it. (x2)

Going to have to go through it.
squish, squish, squish.

We're going on a lion hunt. (x2)
I've got my binoculars. (x2)

I'm not scared. (x2)
Uh oh, what's that?

It's a cave

We can't go over it.
We can't go under it.

Going to have to go into it.
step, step, step.

We're going on a lion hunt. (x2)
I've got my binoculars. (x2)

I'm not scared. 
I'm a little scared.

Sure is dark in here.
What's that in the corner?

I feel 2 big ears  (x2) 
I feel 1 wet nose (x2) 

I feel 2 sharp teeth (x2) 
I know what that is.

It's a lion.

Let's get out of here!

Let's run out of the cave.
Step, step, step.

Quickly back through the mud.
Squish, squish, squish.

Let's cross the river.
Splash, splash, splash.

Through the tall grass.
Swish, swish, swish.

Through the yard, up the stairs, into the house, 
close the door.

We're safe.
That was a close one

Let's not go lion hunting anymore!

“We’re Going on a Lion Hunt” by Super Simple Learning
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Preposition, it’s your ambition,
to tell me, tell me, tell me,

exactly my position.

I could be on the couch
or outside my house.
Am I across the street
or within your reach?

Did I go up the stairs
or fall o� my chair?
Am I in front of you?

Are you behind me too?

Preposition, it’s your ambition,
to tell me, tell me, tell me,

exactly my position.
Preposition, you’re on a mission,

to tell me, tell me, tell me,
exactly my position.

Now take a walk with me,
and we’ll go by the sea,
and then along the path

that goes around and back,

and underneath the waves
or inside a cave.

And before we’re through.
we’ll jump over the moon.

Preposition, it’s your ambition,
to tell me, tell me, tell me,

exactly my position.
Preposition, you’re on a mission,

to tell me, tell me, tell me,
exactly my position.

I could be on the couch
outside my house.

Am I across the street
or within your reach?

Did I go up the stairs
or fall o� my chair?
Am I in front of you?

Are you behind me too?

Now I’m about to say
without further delay

when you’re next to me
that’s where I want to be.
Now we’re near the end,

but we’re among good friends
so then after this line

we’ll do it one more time.

Preposition, it’s your ambition,
to tell me, tell me, tell me,

exactly my position.
Preposition, you’re on a mission,

to tell me, tell me, tell me,
exactly my position.

“Preposition” by The Bazillions
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“In On Under Song” by Elearnin

Where is the hen? Where is the hen? 
In the box. In the box. 

Where is the bird? Where is the bird?
On the branch. On the branch.

Where is the ball? Where is the ball?
Under the chair. Under the chair.

This is the in on under song.
Where is the apple? Where is the apple?

In the basket. In the basket.
Where is the bottle? Where is the bottle?

On the table. On the table.
Where is the cat? Where is the cat?

Under the bed. Under the bed.
This is the in on under song.

Where is the pen? Where is the pen? 
In the box. In the box. 

Where is the hat? Where is the hat?
On my head. On my head.

Where is the bat? Where is the bat?
Under the couch. Under the couch.

This is the in on under song. 
This is the in on under song.  
This is the in on under song.
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Learn English with your child

Links to Songs, Books, & Activities!
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Songs
 
“Preposition” by The Bazillions
https://goo.gl/3iseKJ 
  
“We’re Going on a Lion Hunt” by Super Simple Learning
https://goo.gl/TOX1Te 
 
“In, On, Under Song” by Elearnin
https://goo.gl/M7lurY 

Books
Elephants Aloft by Kathi Appelt  
http://goo.gl/tnx8xX 
 
We’re Going on a Leaf Hunt by Steve Metzger
http://goo.gl/GEKsoF 
 
Behind the Mask by Ruth Heller 
http://goo.gl/pO6rGH 
 

Videos
Children 5 years and up will enjoy making this free printable book about Prepositions! (from http://www.more-
thanmathbymo.com/)
https://goo.gl/pLj4Ew   

Prepositions Movie
https://goo.gl/pPwFtQ

Preposition Farm Book Free Download!
https://goo.gl/KdA6Jz 
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